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ABOUT THIS ISSUE 

Too often the teaching of language In the Engl1sh language arts 
classroom has been a perplexmg and dispirttlng enterprise for teachers and 
students alike- repetitive, tedious, and ineffective, draining time away from 
actual language use. ignoring the power, flexibility. andbeautyof the English 
language, mistaking dialect conform1ty for clartty and grace. Although for 
nearly a hundred years professional publ1cations have denied the value of 
formal Instruction In grammar as a means of achieving correctness In 
writing, too often manuscrtpts sent to Engl1sh journals e1therdon't acknowl­
edge or pointedly ignore virtually all rhetortcal and linguistic scholarship on 
language, and consequently offer back-to-bastcs arguments and teaching 
techniques which proselytize the very methods repeatedly demonstrated as 
Ineffective. Language, 1f not the forgotten content that some call it. is too 
often simply 1ll-served ' 
Happily, however, language st1l1 has caregtvers to defend its place In 
the classroom and to nurture student involvement In language study. a 
sampling ofwhom appear In this lAJM issue on teaching language. Sheila 
Fitzgerald, taking stock of the language arts as we approach the 1990's. 
encourages not only the study of language but also recognition of the 
Interconnectedness of the language arts, creating a motif that surfaces In 
most of the other articles. James E. Davis offers a range of simple and 
Inventive activities for the classroom which allow students to HdoHlanguage 
as well as study it. Pairtcia Davidson andAnn Policell1 descr1be a high school 
course which combines learning about language with the wrlt1ng of learning 
logs and a staged series of assignments. R. Chesla Sharp explores a range 
of resources to demonstrate language learn1ng as discovery. Kathleen Doty 
Introduces us to a science-fiction novel which generates classroom discus­
sion about the relationship of language to social status and social change. 
Kenneth Alford addresses the issue of dialects, particularly Black Engl1sh. 
and suggests classroom practices which foster code-switching. John 
Bushman complements that article with one which both discusses the 
geographical dialects of English and explains ways to teach them. Our final 
piece, Thomas RJcento's examination of the English as the official language 
movement, raIses the issues of language change, polttical agendas, and the 
place of multiple dialects In the English classroom. Again and again these 
articles not only offer us Intrtguing and creative classroom practices but also 
connect us to the most vital- and most challengtng- elements both of our 
diSCipline and of our changing society. 
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